
 

Rav4 (Generation 1) Rear Drum Brakes Replacement  
 

This is a DIY for replacing the shoes, hardware, and drums.  Its not a difficult job.  The Rav4 has floating 

drums, so its not nearly as complicated as older drum brake jobs because you do NOT need to remove the 

hub. 

 

DIAGNOSTICS: 

- You might need new shoes and drums if its been a long time since you've replaced them, or if you have 

more than 150K miles on the original set.  This DIY shows me replacing the original shoes and drums on 

my '00, which had over 156K miles on them!  Drum brakes last a long time.   In my case: 

 

- the left-side shoes actually still had some life, but the right-side front shoe was shot (turns out I had a 

bad wheel cylinder) 

 

- neither drum had been turned or machined, ever; I took them in to get turned, but they were both 

out of spec, because the diameters on each was over 230mm; therefore, I had to buy new drums. 

 

- You might be able to save money and have your drums turned: this usually costs just about $10 - 

$15 per drum, but you need to have enough metal for the drums to be within spec after the 

machining process removes a thin layer.  Take the drums to an O’Reilly’s or Napa or a machine 

shop, and they will measure the inside diameter, and will be able to tell you if this is an option. 

 

- The parking brake system uses the rear brakes. If your parking brake is weak, you can likely simply adjust 

the tension using the procedure at the end of this DIY.   

 

- Also, if you're hearing a "chirp" sound when you release the foot brake, then you're having some metal-

on-metal rubbing between the shoe and baseplate; the grease on the bosses has probably worn away 

(you'll see a picture of mine).  You don't necessarily need new shoes--you can just go in there and grease 

up the bosses (see below). 

 

BEFORE YOU START: 

I recommend that you take the time to inspect the wheel cylinders before you start the job, because then 

you can buy new wheel cylinder(s) in advance, and replace them at the same time as the shoes.  You don't 

need to remove the shoes to replace the wheel cylinders, but you need to remove the wheel and drum, so 

you might as well do it all at the same time.  Considering wheel cylinders:   

 

- If you have brake fluid appearing on your wheels, or missing paint (brake fluid removes paint), 

then you likely have a leaky cylinder, and it needs to be replaced.  Its an easy fix!  I had a bad wheel 

cylinder, so I will post a DIY on that.   



 

- For your wheel cylinder inspection, gently  pull back the rubber cap on each end of the cylinder: 

 

- If you see this (no fluid behind the cylinder boot) on BOTH sides, then you are okay and your 

cylinders are good: all you can see is a little bit of rubber grease. 

 
 

 

- But if you see this (leaking brake fluid in the boot) on either side of the cylinder, you need a 

new cylinder: if you’re unsure, touch a tissue inside—if there’s any smell or color, its brake 

fluid!  Brake fluid will remove the rubber grease. 

 
 

 



SUPPLIES & TOOLS: 

New Drums  

New Shoes  

New Hardware Kit 

two M8 x 1.25 bolts ($1 for two at Lowe's or Home Depot, you'll need these to remove a sticky drum) 

High-temp grease or Anti-Seize 

Wrench or socket for M8 bolts 

Rubber grease/lithium soap base glycol grease or Sil-Glyde 

Pliers & vice-grips 

Spring Brake tool(s) 

Brake Cleaner spray (such as Brakleen) 

Drain Pan 

Eye protection 

Mask 

 

Important note: No joke about the eye & lung protection--Brake dust is toxic.  Don't inhale it, and don't 

get it on your hands or eyes.  Spray the surfaces down with brake cleaner to keep the dust down, and 

don't sweep it up--mop it up with something disposable. 

 

Other note: I'm a huge fan of Toyota parts, and would have loved to use Toyota OE parts, but they were 

just too expensive.  Instead, I used aftermarket parts (following sources & prices as of Dec 2014):  

Raybestos shoes (part 587PG, $24.06 shipped from Amazon for the full set) 

Raybestos hardware kit (part H17287, $12.76 shipped from Amazon), and 

Wagner drums (part BD126091, a set (2) for just under $50 from Advance Auto, using coupons). 

Everything fit quite well. 

 



STEPS: Do this one side at a time; the first side will take you longer, but the second side will be a breeze!   

 

0.) Sort out your parts!  The hardware kit should contain everything seen here:  

- 2 return springs (they are the biggest springs, one for each side)  

- two adjuster springs (they are the smallest springs, one for each side)  

- 8 hold-down cups (4 for each side) 

- 4 hold-down springs (the springs without hooked ends, 2 for each side)  

- 4 pins (two for each side) 

- 2 anchor springs (one for each side)  

- 4 C-clips (or 2 C-clips and 2 E-clips), (2 for each side)   

- 2 oblong rubber caps (I didn’t use these for anything)  

 

In the hardware kit, the only parts which are side-specific are the Return Springs; that’s why they are 

color-coded. Next, the shoe kit will contain 4 shoes: 2 rear shoes and 2 front shoes.  The front shoes will be 

stamped on the outer surface (otherwise, they are symmetrical), and the rear shoes will likely have pins in 

them: if they don't, you can re-use the pins you already have on the rear shoes.  You can identify the shoes 

later in the following steps.  The drums are symmetrical and can be used on either side. 

 

 
 

 

 

1.) Chock your front tires, and remove the left rear wheel.  The following pictures show the LEFT side, so 

if you're following this, then start with the left side.  The right side will be in opposite orientation, if you 

chose to start there.  Disconnect the negative (black) terminal of the battery if you have ABS.  I’m not 

sure its necessary on the Rav4, but on many cars this prevents ABS codes.  I have ABS and did this, and 

didn’t have any codes after the brake job.  

 



2.) Remove the drum; be sure the parking brake is RELEASED (the parking brake pushes the shoes against 

the drum--you won't get the drum off if it is engaged).  If the drum doesn't come of by pulling it by hand 

(which it likely won't), then use the two M8 bolts to pop it free.  Just thread the screws into the holes, and 

alternately tightened them.  You'll hear a "pop" or two, and then the drum will quite easily come off.  

Don't smack the drum with a hammer--the bolts really work well!   

 

 
 

 



 

Remove the rubber cover from your old drum and put it on your new drum before you forget! 

 
 

 

3.) Identify the various parts of the system: take a minute to study things.  You'll see this: 

 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 

 



4.) Clean the system: place a pan below, and spray with brake cleaner. 

 

 
 

 

5.) Reduce the tension on the Return Spring by backing off the Adjuster: to do this, just use a screwdriver 

to pull back on the lever which contacts the Star Adjuster, and spin the Star Adjuster such that the Adjuster 

Assembly shortens. 

 

 



6.) Remove the Return Spring from the Front Shoe: some people can probably do this with pliers, but my 

grip is poor and I already had a spring tool in the garage, so I used that! 

 

 
Here’s trying to use pliers….no luck! 

 

 
…and here’s using a spring brake tool (much easier)! 

 

 



7.) Remove the Hold Down Spring on the Front Shoe: this Hold Down Spring assembly consists of a pin 

which enters through a hole in the backplate, then through a hole in a cup, then through a spring, then 

through another cup.  Basically, you just need to hold the outermost cup and turn the pin a quarter-turn, 

and then whole thing will come apart.  Skip ahead to step #10 to see a picture of how I did this without any 

special tools: there is a special tool called a Hold-Down Spring tool that can be used to do this, but you 

don't need it. 

 

 
 

 
Once you remove the innermost cup, the shoe will fall out of place…. 



 
…Now, you will see the bosses (the upraised areas on the backplate, areas which contact the shoe’s 

frame); as you can see, the grease on mine is totally worn away!  This is why you get that "chirp" sound 

when you release the brake.  You'll be greasing these up before putting the new shoes back on... 

 

 
…this is the boss on the top front part of the backplate---no grease on it! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



After removing the Hold-Down Spring, only the Anchor Spring is left to attach the Front Shoe to the 

system... 

 

 
 

 



8.) Disconnect the Front Brake Shoe from the Anchor Spring: just unhook the front end of the Anchor 

Spring from the loop on the end of the Front Shoe, and you’ll have it in your hand as so. 

 

 
 

 

9.) At this point, go ahead and figure out which new shoe from your kit is the Front Left Shoe: compare 

the old and new shoes; the left and right FRONT shoes are symmetrical, but stamped on the front side.   

- As you can see, I still had some life on these pads, even after 156K miles; I had to replace my pads 

because the front shoe on my right side assembly was shot.  You must replace shoes in pairs, so if you 

have one bad side, they must all go. 

 

 



 

10.) Remove the Hold Down Spring on the Rear Shoe: just as you did for the front shoe. 

 

 
 

11.) Take the Parking Brake Cable out of the guides: this will give you more slack to next pull the Rear 

Shoe away from the backplate.  Take note of how the cable goes so that you can put it back correctly later. 

 

 
 



 
…remember this for when you later replace the Parking Brake Cable. 

 

12.) Pull the Rear Shoe away from the backplate, with the Adjuster Assembly still together.  You'll see 

that its now just tethered by the Parking Brake Cable, which is connected to the Adjusting Lever, which is 

pinned to the shoe. 

 

 
 



13.) Disconnect the Parking Brake Cable from the Adjusting Lever: this is easier with three hands!  But 

two can do it: pull back on the spring, then lift the cable out from the notch on the lever.  I used a vice-

grips to hold back the spring, then used two hands to get the cable free.  I couldn't really take a another 

picture, but having the extra slack helps. 

 

 
 

 

14.) Remove the Adjuster Assembly from the Rear Shoe: you should now have the rear shoe free.  Here is 

what the Rear Shoe looks like still connected to the Adjuster Assembly: 

 

 



 

 
 

 

15.) Disconnect the Adjusting Lever Spring and Return Spring from the Rear Shoe: the Return Spring is 

around the Adjustor Assembly, which itself has three pieces.  Keep the Adjustor together for now. 

 

 
               ….unhook the little Adjusting Lever Spring from the Adjusting Lever 



 
…then unhook the Return Spring from the tear-drop shaped hole in the shoe frame; the black part of the 

Adjustor Assembly might slide out, that’s okay… 

 

 

 
…try to keep things laid out in order. 



16.) Remove the Adjusting Lever and Parking Brake Lever form the Rear Shoe: both Levers pivot on a pin.  

There is an E-clip first, then the adjustor lever, then a C-clip, then the parking brake lever.  You will have to 

pry the clips off--they are not re-useable so its okay to ruin them in the process (and you probably will!) 

 

 
…first remove the E-clip, which is on top of the Adjusting Lever…. 

 

 
…then slide the Adjusting Lever off, and lay in the correct orientation; pry the C-clip off which is securing 

the Parking Brake Lever, and slide the Parking Brake Lever off the pin. 



17.) Figure out which of your new shoes is the Left Rear Shoe: if your shoes come with pins, this is easy--

just compare them.  If your shoes don't come with pins, then hammer out of the pins from your old shoe, 

and put them in the new shoe.  Also, my Raybestos shoes came with pins, but the pins were a little too 

high for the levers to clear: if this happens, just tap them down with a hammer to get the levers in place, 

then tap the pin back up. 

 

 
 

 

18.) You're half-way done with the left side!  Now you’re just going to start the process in reverse: put 

the Parking Brake Lever onto the pin of the new Rear Shoe...then the C-clip...then the Adjusting 

Lever...then the C (or E) clip.  Make sure the clips are below the corresponding lifts in the pin. 

 

 
 



 
…this is the Parking Brake Lever on the pin, with the C-clip at the correct lift before clamping it… 

 

 
…this is the Adjusting Lever on the pin, with a comparison between the factory E-clip and the aftermarket 

C-clip. 

 



19.) Remove the old Return Spring from the Adjustor Assembly: position the new Return Spring nearby in 

the same orientation to save you the trouble of later looking it up!  Dissemble the Adjustor Assembly into 

its 3 parts, then clean and lubricate the parts as shown: 

 

 
…the new (blue) Return Spring compared to the old (black) Return Spring… 

 

 
…I used Syl-glide & anti-seize, but I’d think that just about any kind of high-temp grease would be good to 

prevent noises. 



20.) Reassemble the front end of Adjustor Assembly (the two parts that aren't black), and turn the Star 

Wheel so that the Adjustor Assembly is as short as possible (this just makes putting the Return Spring in 

place a little easier).  Attach the Adjusting Lever Spring to the new shoe. 

 

 
…Adjusting Lever Spring looped into the new shoe frame. 

 

 

21.) Position the Adjustor Rear End (black piece) on the levers/shoe: position it as shown in the pic. 

 

 



 

 
…it should look like this when you’ve positioned it. 

 

22.) Slide the new Return Spring over the Adjustor Rear End, and slide the rest of the Adjustor into 

place: again, just reversing the process...then go ahead and loop the Return Spring through the opening on 

the shoe (remember, it does NOT connect to the circle-hole, but rather the tear-drop shaped opening).  

Connect the Adjusting Lever Spring to the Adjusting Lever.  Take a good look at the assembled set-up: 

 

 
…Return Spring in place, Adjusting Lever Spring not yet in place… 



 
…connecting Adjusting Lever Spring to Adjusting Lever… 

 

 
…everything in place, rear view (remember, this is the Rear Shoe)…. 



 
….everything in place, front view (what you’ll see as you put it back on the left side). 

 

 

 

 

 

***At this point, if you need to replace a Wheel Cylinder, do that.  I’ll post a DIY for that on 

rav4world.com. 

 

 

 

 

23.) Grease the backplate bosses, and sides of the parking brake guide, and rubber grease the cylinder 

boots: there are 6 elevated parts on the backing plate (bosses) which are contact points for the shoes.  

Grease these up well with high-temp grease/brake grease/anti-seize.  Do not put regular grease on the 

cylinder boots--use only rubber grease/lithium soap base glycol grease, or nothing at all (I think Syl-glide 

would work because it works for the bushings on the caliper pins on the front brakes; I have Toyota 

Rubber Grease, so I used that).  Remove any regular grease that gets on the rubber boots before finishing 

the job.  If your new drums don't have M8 bolt holes for easy future removal, you might want to put a little 

anti-seize in strategic spots on the hub/drum. 

 



 
  Grease these six bosses on the backplate (they are covered with silver anti-seize here) 

 

 
  …and don’t forget these shoe contact points near the parking brake guide, front and back… 

 



 
…then apply a little rubber grease on the cylinder boots outside, and a very little on the inside, if you like.  



 

24.) Connect the Assembled Rear Shoe to the Parking Brake Cable: how ever you got it off, get it back on!  

This again is easier with three hands.  Put the cable back within the guides. 

 

 
 

 

 
…the cable goes over-under-over (this is looking from the front towards the rear) 

 



25.) Position the Assembled Rear Shoe back into place: slide Adjustor/Spring part over the top of the 

hub, and align the tip of the Shoe with the cap on the Wheel Cylinder: the next step will be to replace the 

rear shoe Hold-Down spring, so you’re basically just positioning the Rear Shoe Assembly here. 

 

 
 

 

 
…the tip of the shoe frame meets the receiver in the hole on the cylinder boot. 

 



26.) Connect the new Hold-Down spring (use a new spring, caps, and pin) to the Rear Shoe: insert the pin 

through the rear of the backplate, then a cap (round part facing up), then the spring, then the second cap 

(round part facing down).  Turn the pin a quarter-turn to secure it. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 



27.) Connect the new Anchor Spring to the Rear Shoe: easy enough… 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

28.) Now, moving to the Front Shoe: connect the new Hold-Down Spring to the new Front Shoe: sorry, 

no picture, but its just like doing the Hold-Down Spring for the Rear Shoe. 

 



29.) Align the Adjustor Assembly with the notch on the Front Shoe, and attach the Return Spring to the 

tear-drop hole in the Front Shoe: this is tricky just because of the need to stretch the Return Spring, which 

is new and strong.  Be sure the Adjustor End doesn't slip while you're trying to get the Return Spring in 

place—make sure it stays in that notch on the Front Shoe. 

 

 
 

 
…everything in place! 



30.) Pull on the Parking Brake Cable to be sure that the Star Wheel turns and clicks: pull the Parking 

Brake Cable slightly with a pliers (don’t use the handle in the cab!), and the Star Wheel should turn, slightly 

push out the Adjusting Lever, and click.  If this doesn’t happen, then double-check that you have the 

Return Spring in the correct hole, and that the Adjustor Front End is in the right notch in the Front Shoe 

frame.  Do not proceed until you confirm that pulling on the Parking Brake Cable engages the Adjustor as 

described. 

 

 

31.)  Use a screwdriver to turn the Star Wheel to push the shoes out a little: if you previously shortened 

then Adjustor Assembly to the shortest position, you’ll eventually need to extend it a little.  When you turn 

the Star Wheel to push out the shoes, the Adjusting Lever should click against the Star Wheel, one notch at 

time.  To pull in the shoes, just hold back the level and turn the Star Wheel the opposite direction 

(downwards).  The next step will be fitting the drum, and even if you have a new drum, you’ll need to at 

least slight push the shoes out a little if you’ve previously shortened the Adjustor all the way. 

 

 
 

 

32.) Fit the New Drum over the Shoes: the goal here is to get the Drum to just slide on, not too tight, not 

too loose.  If you can’t get the Drum on, then pull the shoes in; if the Drum slides right on with no 

resistance, then push the shoes out by turning the Star Wheel.  Keep adjusting the Star Wheel till you can’t 

quite get the Drum on—then back it off a few clicks till you can get the Drum on.  If you have 2WD, then 

you can just put the Drum on and tighten the shoes till they just drag, then take it off and back the Star 

Wheel up a few clicks.  But if you have 4WD, then you won’t be able to turn the hub and see if the shoes 

are dragging, so you’ll have to just trial-and-error a few times.  I had 4WD, and the method that worked for 

me was pushing the shoes out till I couldn’t get the drum on, then backing them in using the Star Wheel till 

I could just get the drum on, then backing it again off by 3 notches. 

 



 
(I have black wheels, so I decided to paint my drums black with Duplicolor Caliper paint…they look real 

nice, but we’ll see how it holds up!  If you paint your drums, don’t let the paint get in the M8 bolt hold 

threads so you know you’ll be able to use them more easily later.) 

 

33.) Put the Drum back on, then the wheel and lugs, and lower the wheel: you might be coming back to 

adjust the Drum later, but for now, lower it and move on to the right side system. 

 

34.) Repeat these steps for the right side brakes, noting that everything is a mirror-image: I found out 

how right-handed I am in the process of doing the right-side brakes, because it was more difficult for me to 

get the Return Spring on and off than it was for the left-side.  But just do everything as you just did for the 

left-side, now to the right-side. 

 

35.) Once done with both sides, lower the car and pull the Parking Brake handle inside the cab: you’ll 

hopefully have about 5 – 8 clicks maximum as you pull it up all the way.  Tighten the lugs again a bit.  Go 

for a test drive, being sure to drive several passes in forward and reverse to further adjust the brakes.  

Apply the Parking Brake several times, also while slowly travelling in reverse.  If everything feels good, then 

you’re good to go!  Otherwise, it might take another round of adjusting—just repeat steps #32 & #33.  

Tighten down your lug nuts again. 

 

 

This is pretty much it!  The last page has some notes on adjusting the new shoes, and some part numbers.  

If after doing the rear brakes you feel that the brakes are dragging, just back the shoes off a few notches 

on the Star Wheel.  A proper adjustment will bring the brake pedal up a little, but Toyotas have a “softer” 

brake and a little more travel than some cars.  Do some emergency stops to be sure that everything is 

working well, including you ABS (brake hard on a wet or snowy surface).  



 

More on Adjusting the Rear Brakes:  There are a number of methods that people use to adjust the brakes; 

I just described the one I use, but there are others which work too.  You can just google it, and you’ll find 

many methods.  The Rav4 has an auto-adjusting system, so be sure to use the Parking Brake often when 

you park, as it should automatically adjust the shoes as they wear, to reduce the travel distance.  If you 

opened any brake lines for this project (ie, you replaced a wheel cylinder), then you’ll need to bleed the 

brake line for that wheel—I’ll post a DIY for bleeding the brakes on rav4world.com. 

 

Some Toyota Service Manual Specs: 

 - Parking Brake tightness: 5 – 8 clicks 

 - minimum shoe thickness: 1.0 mm 

 - standard inside drum diameter (new): 228.6 mm  

 - maximum inside drum diameter: 230.6 mm 

 - clearance between drums and shoes: 0.6 mm  

  (this is if you want to measure the drums, then measure the shoe spread with Vernier calipers) 

 - lug nut torque spec, no lubrication: 76 ft-lbs 

 


